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New acquisitions enter The Cleveland Museum of Art’s permanent collection

The newest additions to the world-famous collections of The Cleveland Museum

of Art range from the first contemporary Native American ceramic to enter the

collections to one of the finest animal sculptures in the history of Chinese art. The

museum s director, Robert P. Bergman, says, "The present group of acquisitions indicates

the range of expertise represented by the curatorial staff and adds significantly to the

collection’s breadth and quality,"

The gilt bronze bear may be familiar to museum visitors, for he was on loan for

many years from the family of the distinguished Belgian collector, Adolphe Stoclet. Now

part of the permanent collection, this bear of the Han Dynasty (206 BC-220 AD) joins

several major ancient Chinese animal sculptures, making the Cleveland group of pre-

Buddhist Chinese sculptures among the best in the world. Its naturalistic pose and

appealing "personality" illustrate the new representational interests of Han Dynasty

sculptors; the piece is an independent sculpture free of the traditional confines of rigid,

frontal synunetry, embodying the interest in daily life and liveliness that increasingly

animates Han D)masty sculpture of animal and human figures.

The other new work in the Asian collection is a monumental Cambodian

sculpture which once eluded curators of the Cleveland Museum~a private collector in

Europe bought it in 1968 as the museum was considering it for purchase. The

impressive sandstone male torso is one of the more spectacular examples of the Koh

Ker-Khleong style, of the mid-lOth century, executed with great sensitivity, especially in

the careful modeling of muscles and flesh.
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Tlie Native American vessel was made by Nancy Youngblood-Lugo, who comes from

many generations of potters in the Santa Clara Pueblo of New Mexico; her grandmother,

Margaret Tafoya, is perhaps the greatest living Pueblo potter. Developing and refining an

individual style that draws on traditional forms and colors, Nancy Youngblood-Lugo is

rejuvenating Pueblo pottery. Based on the fluted gourd-shaped pots traditional to Santa Clara,

the museum’s pot is transformed by thirty-two evenly spaced, deeply carved swirling ribs that

curve and recuirve around the body. Youngblood-Lugo sanded and then carefully polished the

surfac^e of the vessel to achieve a highly uniform glossy finish without the use of glaze. When

she brought this carved pot to the museum, which had corrunissioned it, she also conducted a

two-day gallery demonstration of her pottery-making techniques.

An important addition to the African collection is a Yoruba carved wood cup used to

hold palm nuts for Ifa divination. The cup is supported by a kneeling woman whose child clings

to her back. The quiet naturalism of their pose and e}q)ressions, and such strong stylized

elements as the figures’ long necks and the child’s slender limbs, combine with a special beauty.

A newly discovered painting-Hcw ofNaples through a Window, by Franz Ludwig Catel

(1778-1850)“is an important example of Biedermeier and Romantic painting. Here the open

window, one of the most potent images of the Romantic movement and used, most famously by

Caspar David Friedrich, to suggest inspiration and emotional release, looks over Naples with

Mount Vesuvius in the distance. The diaphanous curtains, the complex reflections on the tiled

floor, and the dark room which provides a respite from the brilliance and heat of Naples beyond

the window, create a mood of extraordinary stillness and quiet. The painting is unpublished and

was unknown until recently.

Three important works have entered the prints and drawings collection: a drawing by

Hendrick Goltzius (1558-1617), the only known preparatory study connected with his series of
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engraved full-length portraits of military figures; an etching, UArmoire (The Cupboard), by Jean-

Honor6 Fragonard (1732-1806), the rare first state before the title, signature, and date were

added, illustrates an interrupted amorous encounter; and a large watercolor, gouache, and

graphite drawing by the great pre-Raphaelite painter Sir Edward Burne-Jones (1833-1898), a

study for "The Garden Court," one of a series of four sensual and graceful paintings illustrating

the tale of Briar Rose or Sleeping Beauty that now decorate the drawing room of a mansion in

Berkshire, England.

During the last dozen years, the Cleveland Museum has built an exceptionally choice

photography collection (which will be the subject of a major exhibition in 1996). Its newest

addition is an albumen print by Charles Nfegre (1820-1880), Uie Tiber, Tuileries Gardens, Paris.

This is one of the few original, large-scale prints that survive from his never realized project to

produce fifty photogravures of statues in the Tuileries Gardens. Cleveland’s extraordinary

example of N^gre’s heroic images-this one of a large marble sculpture. The Tiber, created in

1690 by the French sculptor Pierre Bourdict-is notable for its closeup view and placement of the

sculpture against a dense wall of foliage; with great skill, N^gre subordinated detail to effect,

keeping the central sculpture in sharp focus, and creating for it a perfect backdrop of the

indistinguishable shapes of the leaves.
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For additional information or photographs, please contact Adele Z. Silver, Manager,
Communications & Marketing, The Cleveland Museum of Art, 11150 East Boulevard, Cleveland
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